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Includes an excerpt from The originals: the loss.
Mo is not only eighteen-year-old Annie's best friend, he is the
one who helps her cope with the loss of her older sister, so
when he learns he must leave Kentucky and return to Jordan with
his family, Annie suggests a shocking alternative.
Collects the final two volumes of "The Vampire Diaries," in
which Elena sacrifices an immortal love to end the constant
strife between two vampire brothers who love her, and then
raises them from the dead to save her town from an unknown evil.
Dark, gripping and romantic - read the books that inspired the
phenomenal Netflix vampire series. Book 11 in the bestselling
Vampire Diaries series by L J Smith Now that the lethal
properties of Elena's blood have been discovered, Stefan has
been risking it all to destroy the almighty Old Ones. But when
Elena is almost killed in a car accident--one that was very
clearly not an accident at all--she realizes that the most
deadly Old One is determined to take her down. And he just might
be powerful enough to do it... Darker than Twilight, more punch
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than Buffy and bloodier than True Blood - enjoy this romance
with real bite...
The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries #4: The Ripper
The Struggle
Midnight
Vampire Diaries: The First Bite 4-Book Collection

The Vampire Diaries
Enjoy three installments together of the New York Times
bestselling Dork Diaries series about Nikki Maxwell, who
chronicles the highs and lows of middle school life in her
diaries with text and art! The boxed set will include the
first three books of the bestelling Dork Diaries series,
which chronicles the oh-so-fabulous life of Nikki Maxwell as
she navigates the halls of middle school, mean girls, BFF
drama and first crushes. Package will include: Dork Diaries
#1: Tales From a Not-So-Fabulous Life Dork Diaries #2: Tales
from a Not-So-Popular Party Girl Dork Diaries #3: Tales from
a Not-So-Talented Pop Star
Elena rises from the dead and awakens the vampire brothers,
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Stefan and Damon, to help her save her beloved town from an
inexplicable evil.
Nobody does vampires, love, and dark secrets better than
L.J. Smith. This collection brings together all six books in
the two story arcs following the original wildly popular
Vampire Diaries series that spawned the hit TV show. In the
three books of The Vampire Diaries: The Return, darkness is
infiltrating the peaceful town of Fell's Church. A demon has
come to town, and his powers threaten the whole world. Worse
still, it causes the very dangerous vampire Damon to turn on
his brother, on the citizens of Fell's Church, and on Elena
herself. The dark, romantic saga of Elena and the two
vampire brothers who love her continues in the three books
of The Vampire Diaries: The Hunters. Elena, Stefan, and
Damon must face the dangerous creatures being drawn to
Fell's Church. The six books included are: The Vampire
Diaries: The Return: Nightfall The Vampire Diaries: The
Return: Shadow Souls The Vampire Diaries: The Return:
Midnight The Vampire Diaries: The Hunters: Phantom The
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Vampire Diaries: The Hunters: Moonsong The Vampire Diaries:
The Hunters: Destiny Rising
The Vow
The Awakening
Love You to Death
100% The Vampire Diaries
The Vampire Diaries: The Fury
Destiny Rising is the gripping conclusion to the Hunters arc in the New York Times bestselling series, created
by L. J. Smith, which also inspired the hit CW TV show The Vampire Diaries. Elena Gilbert has never been
an ordinary teenager. In love with the irresistible vampire brothers Stefan and Damon, she has died, been
brought back to life, fought evil, and journeyed to hell and back to save Stefan. Now her most dangerous
enemy, Klaus, has returned, and Elena realizes she must make a terrible sacrifice to protect her world . . .
and fulfill her destiny.
The Temptation is the spellbinding conclusion to the dangerously exciting Secret Circle series from L. J.
Smith, New York Times bestselling author of The Vampire Diaries and inspiration for the massively popular
TV show from CW. As the leader of the Secret Circle, Cassie is faced with impossible choices and new
dangers at every turn . . . and one wrong move can break the Circle apart forever. Now, as Cassie battles
her evil half sister, she faces a new and terrible danger. Black John's curse has been unleashed on the
Circle, and it is up to Cassie to set things right. As Cassie's heart is tested once more, she is forced to finally
choose between Nick and Adam, and she faces the ultimate test of her power in this gripping showdown
between good and evil.
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Two vampire brothers, Stefan and Damon, are torn apart by their mutual love for Elena, a golden girl who
can have any boy she wants.
Elena seeks to avenge her true love Stefan's death by destroying Jack and his scientifically created vampires,
but she struggles to accept her feelings for Damon, who is helping her, for fear of betraying Stefan's
memory.
The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries #5: The Asylum
The Vampire Diaries
The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries #1: Origins
The Salvation: Unseen
The Unofficial Companion to the Vampire Diaries
The New York Times bestselling Stefan’s Diaries series by L.J. Smith This digital collection contains
all six books in L.J. Smith’s bestselling Stefan’s Diaries series, which reveals the backstory of brothers
Stefan and Damon from The Vampire Diaries series and features cover artwork from the hit CW TV
series The Vampire Diaries, starring Nina Dobrev, Paul Wesley, and Ian Somerhalder. Full of dark
shadows and surprising twists, the series raises the stakes for the Salvatore brothers as they face new
loves, old treacheries, and unimaginable threats. Fans of L. J. Smith’s New York Times bestselling
Vampire Diaries series as well as the hit television show won’t be able to put the latest Salvatore
adventures down. Includes the six books in the series: The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries #1: Origins
The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries #2: Bloodlust The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries #3: The
Craving The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries #4: The Ripper The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries #5:
The Asylum The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries #6: The Compelled
"When a vampire from Katherine's past sets out to destroy the Salvatore brothers, Stefan and Damon
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must join forces to defeat their foe"-Now that the deadly properties of Elena's blood have been discovered, Stefan has been taking out Old
Ones left and right. But when Elena is almost killed in a car accident - one that was very clearly not an
accident at all - she starts to realize that one of the Old Ones, Solomon, is determined to take her down.
The second book in the New York Times bestselling series by L.J. Smith. Bloodlust is the second book
in L.J. Smith’s bestselling Stefan’s Diaries series, which reveals the backstory of brothers Stefan and
Damon from the The Vampire Diaries series. This digital edition features cover artwork from the hit CW
TV series The Vampire Diaries, starring Nina Dobrev, Paul Wesley, and Ian Somerhalder. Stefan and
Damon Salvatore are now vampires, and must deal with the consequences of their fate. They escape
their small hometown of Mystic Falls—which is overrun with vampire hunters—and travel to New
Orleans. While Stefan revels in his powers, Damon continues to mourn the loss of Katherine, the
beautiful vampire that turned them both. But New Orleans offers temptations—and dangers. Stefan falls
in love with another human, and his will power is tested. Damon ends up captured by an evil, sadistic
vampire hunter. Stefan knows that he must save his brother, but will it cost him his new love? Full of
dark shadows and surprising twists, the second book in the New York Times bestselling Stefan’s Diaries
series raises the stakes for the Salvatore brothers as they face new loves, old treacheries, and
unimaginable threats. Fans of L. J. Smith’s New York Times bestselling Vampire Diaries series as well
as the hit television show won’t be able to put the latest Salvatore adventure down.
A Modern-Day Retelling of Little Women
Grave Surprise
The Secret Circle: The Temptation
The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries Collection
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Dinosaur Adventures: Ankylosaurus - The Clumsy Club
The Awakening: Elena Gilbert is used to getting what she wants and she wants mysterious new
boy, Stefan. But Stefan is hiding a deadly secret - a secret that will change Elena's life for ever ...
The Struggle: Elena is torn between her boyfriend, Stefan, and his brother, Damon. But these
brothers hide dark secrets and a tragic past that threatens them all. Damon wants to lead Elena
astray - and he'd rather kill Stefan than let him possess her ...
While giving a college class a demonstration of her unique talent to find the dead and see their
final moments of life, Harper Connelly is stunned to discover two bodies in a single grave--one the
original occupant, one a recently deceased girl--and joins forces with her stepbrother Tolliver to
find a killer. By the author of Grave Sight. Reprint.
The fifth book in the New York Times bestselling series by L.J. Smith. The Asylum is the fifth
book in L.J. Smith’s bestselling Stefan’s Diaries series, which reveals the backstory of brothers
Stefan and Damon from The Vampire Diaries series. This digital edition features cover artwork
from the hit CW TV series The Vampire Diaries, starring Nina Dobrev, Paul Wesley, and Ian
Somerhalder. Trust has never come easily to Stefan and Damon, but now that Samuel—a vampire
from Katherine’s past bent on revenge—is determined to ruin their lives, the Salvatores must join
forces to defeat their foe. Samuel has already ruined Stefan’s chances at a normal life, and now
he’s framing Damon for the Jack the Ripper murders, too. With the help of Cora, a human girl,
Stefan and Damon track Samuel from the glittering ballrooms of London to the city’s asylum,
which Samuel uses for his own nefarious purposes. However, while finding Samuel is easy, Damon
and Stefan quickly learn that stopping him may be nearly impossible. Full of dark shadows and
surprising twists, the fifth book in the New York Times bestselling Stefan’s Diaries series raises
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the stakes for the Salvatore brothers as they face new loves, old treacheries, and unimaginable
threats. Fans of L. J. Smith’s New York Times bestselling Vampire Diaries series as well as the hit
television show won’t be able to put the latest Salvatore adventure down.
The fourth book in the New York Times bestselling series by L.J. Smith. The Ripper is the fourth
book in L.J. Smith’s bestselling Stefan’s Diaries series, which reveals the backstory of brothers
Stefan and Damon from The Vampire Diaries series. This digital edition features cover artwork
from the hit CW TV series The Vampire Diaries, starring Nina Dobrev, Paul Wesley, and Ian
Somerhalder. Twenty years have passed since Stefan Salvatore last saw his brother, Damon. Now
living in a remote town in England, far away from the haunting memories of Mystic Falls, Stefan
is finally able to start over. But when news from London reaches Stefan of a brutal killer on the
loose—who goes by Jack the Ripper—Stefan suspects that the murders are the work of a
vampire…his brother. Full of dark shadows and surprising twists, the fourth book in the New York
Times bestselling Stefan’s Diaries series raises the stakes for the Salvatore brothers as they face
new loves, old treacheries, and unimaginable threats. Fans of L. J. Smith’s New York Times
bestselling Vampire Diaries series as well as the hit television show won’t be able to put the latest
Salvatore adventure down.
The Vampire Diaries 13. The Salvation: Unmasked
The Vampire Diaries: The Return: Nightfall
Vampire Diaries: Volume 1: The Awakening & The Struggle (Books 1 & 2)
The Vampire Diaries: The Return & The Hunters Collection
The Vampire Diaries: The Hunters: Destiny Rising

The first book in a new trilogy from L. J. Smith! Elena Gilbert is alive—again. When
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Elena sacrificed herself to save the two vampire brothers who love her—the handsome,
brooding Stefan and the sleek and dangerous Damon—she was consigned to a fate
beyond death. Until a powerful supernatural force pulled her back. Now Elena is not just
human. She has powers and gifts that were bestowed on her in the afterlife. What's
more, her blood pulses with an overwhelming and unique force that makes her
irresistible to any vampire. Stefan wants to find a way to keep Elena safe so that they
can make a life together. Damon, however, is driven by an insatiable desire for power,
and wants Elena to rule as his princess. When Stefan is lured away from Fell's Church,
Damon seizes his chance to convince her that he is the brother she is meant to be with.
. . . But a darkness is infiltrating the town, and Damon, always the hunter, is now the
hunted; he becomes the prey of a malevolent creature that can possess him at will, and
who desires not just Elena's blood but her death.
The past is never far. . . . Elena Gilbert and her friends saved Fell’s Church from evil
spirits bent on destroying it, but the town’s freedom came at a price: Damon
Salvatore’s life. Damon’s death changes everything. He and his vampire brother,
Stefan, had been locked in a vicious battle for Elena’s heart. Now that he’s gone,
Elena and Stefan can finally be together. So why can’t Elena stop dreaming of
Damon?As Elena’s feelings for Damon grow, a new darkness is brewing in Fell’s
Church. Elena has been to hell and back, but this demon is like nothing she’s ever
seen. Its only goal is to kill Elena and everyone she loves.
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Dark, gripping and romantic - read the books that inspired the phenomenal Netflix
vampire series. Book 7 in the Vampire Diaries series from bestselling author L. J.
Smith. In Midnight, golden girl Elena Gilbert is back from the Dark Dimension, having
successfully freed her vampire boyfriend Stefan Salvatore from imprisonment. Saving
Stefan had an unlikely consequence: his vampire brother Damon Salvatore has
become a mortal. While the trio reels from this latest twist, they must still deal with the
demons that have taken over Elena's hometown, Fell's Church. Midnight takes Elena,
Stefan, and Damon to their darkest moments yet... Darker than Twilight, more punch
than Buffy and bloodier than True Blood - enjoy this romance with real bite...
"The Vampire Diaries" is the phenomenal television show which has a fanghold on TVs
around the world. This guide includes behind the scenes facts, season one episode
guide and character profiles.
Unspoken
Origins, Bloodlust, The Craving, The Ripper, The Asylum, The Compelled
The Vampire Diaries: The Hunters: Moonsong
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Television Series by Warner Bros. Television
The Craving

Four sisters desperately seeking the blueprints to life—the
modern-day retelling of Louisa May Alcott’s Little Women like
only Anna Todd (After, Imagines) could do. The Spring
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Girls—Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy—are a force of nature on the
New Orleans military base where they live. As different as they
are, with their father on tour in Iraq and their mother hiding
something, their fears are very much the same. Struggling to
build lives they can be proud of and that will lift them out of
their humble station in life, one year will determine all that
their futures can become. The oldest, Meg, will be an officer’s
wife and enter military society like so many of the women she
admires. If her passion—and her reputation—don’t derail her.
Beth, the workhorse of the family, is afraid to leave the house,
is afraid she’ll never figure out who she really is. Jo just wants
out. Wishing she could skip to graduation, she dreams of a life
in New York City and a career in journalism where she can
impact the world. Nothing can stop her—not even love. And
Amy, the youngest, is watching all her sisters, learning from
how they handle themselves. For better or worse. With plenty
of sass, romance, and drama, The Spring Girls revisits Louisa
May Alcott’s classic Little Women, and brings its themes of
love, war, class, adolescence, and family into the language of
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the twenty-first century.
In the electrifying continuation of the Vampire Diaries, Stefan
and Damon are confronted by someone from their past, bent
on exacting revenge. The best chance they have for
overcoming this threat is by banding together, however they
can't forget their rivalry for Elena's heart.
Love can kill Elena: with Damon at her side, and wild with her
craving for blood, the changed Elena struggles to control her
desires. Damon: his hunger for the golden girl wars with his
hunger for revenge against Stefan. Stefan: tormented after
losing Elena, he will do anything to get her back. Even if it
means becoming what he once despised. . . . Getting what they
want may come at a deadly cost.
The first book in the New York Times bestselling series by L.J.
Smith. Origins is the first book in L.J. Smith’s bestselling
Stefan’s Diaries series, which reveals the backstory of brothers
Stefan and Damon from The Vampire Diaries series. This digital
edition features cover artwork from the hit CW TV series The
Vampire Diaries, starring Nina Dobrev, Paul Wesley, and Ian
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Somerhalder. Set in mid-19th century Mystic Falls, Virginia,
three teenagers enter a torrid love triangle that will span
eternity. Brothers Stefan and Damon Salvatore are inseparable
until they meet Katherine, a stunning, mysterious woman who
turns their world upside down. Siblings turned rivals, the
Salvatores compete for Katherine’s affection, only to discover
that her sumptuous silk dresses and glittering gems hide a
terrible secret: Katherine is a vampire. And she is intent on
turning them into vampires so they can live together—forever.
Full of dark shadows and surprising twists, the first book in the
New York Times bestselling Stefan’s Diaries series raises the
stakes for the Salvatore brothers as they face new loves, old
treacheries, and unimaginable threats. Fans of L. J. Smith’s
New York Times bestselling Vampire Diaries series as well as
the hit television show won’t be able to put the latest
Salvatore adventure down.
Phantom
The Spring Girls
The Originals
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The Dork Diaries Collection
The Vampire Diaries: Dark Reunion (rack)
Elena Gilbert is once again at the centre of magic and danger
beyond her imagining. And once more, Stefan isn't there to help!
Elena is forced to trust her life to Damon, the handsome but
deadly vampire who wants Elena, body and soul. They must journey
to the slums of the Dark Dimension, a world where vampires and
demons roam free, but humans must live as slaves of their
supernatural masters. Damon's brother, the brooding vampire
Stefan whom Elena loves, is imprisoned here, and Elena can only
free him by finding the two hidden halves of the key to his
cell. Meanwhile, the tension between Elena and Damon mounts
until Elena is faced with a terrible decision: which brother
does she really want to be with? The drama, danger and starcrossed love that fills each Vampire Diaries book is in full
effect here, with Elena Gilbert once again filled with
supernatural powers.
Evil never dies. . . . After escaping the horrors of the Dark
Dimension, Elena and her friends can’t wait to attend Dalcrest
College, the beautiful ivy-covered campus where Elena’s parents
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met. Life with Stefan is better than ever, and with her closest
friends Bonnie, Meredith, and Matt by her side, Elena knows it
will be their best year yet. Even Damon seems genuinely changed
and is getting along with everyone. But for Elena, moving away
from Fell’s Church doesn’t mean she has left her dark past
behind. When students start to disappear from campus, every new
acquaintance is suddenly a potential enemy. Panic soon spreads
and the friends struggle to protect each other. Then Elena
uncovers a long-hidden secret, one that shocks her to the core,
and realizes tragedy may be unavoidable. Will Elena outrun her
fate? And will it be Stefan or Damon who catches her if she
falls?
Presents an episode-by-episode look at the first season of "The
Vampire Diaries" and includes the story of L.J. Smith,
background on the shows creators, and biographies of the actors.
With love, witchcraft, and spellbinding drama, the Secret Circle
series is perfect for fans of The Vampire Diaries. This special
collection contains the first book in the Secret Circle series,
The Initiation, as well as part one of the second book in the
series, The Captive; from L.J. Smith, the New York Times
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bestselling author of The Vampire Diaries. When Cassie is forced
to move from California all the way to the small New England
town of New Salem, she’s miserable. And yet, she feels a
powerful kinship to the town, and to a terrifyingly beautiful
group of students who always seem to get their way. Charmed by
the Secret Circle, Cassie is initiated into a coven of witches
whose power has controlled New Salem for hundreds of years. But
when she falls for the mysterious and intriguing Adam, she is
faced with the most pressing danger of her life—and one wrong
move could ultimately destroy her…
The Vampire Diaries: The Hunters: Phantom
The Fury and Dark Reunion
The Rise
Book 11
Grave Sight

Stefan Salvatore has come to terms with being a vampire. The events of the
past few months have sobered him, and the fog of his own blood lust has
begun to lift. He travels to New York City to start a new life, one that does
not require him to kill humans to survive. Instead he feeds off of animals in
Central Park. But the quiet life he envisioned is jolted when he runs into his
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brother Damon, who has convinced New York high society that he is Italian
royalty. While Stefan is regaining his humanity, Damon has completely lost
his. Stefan will do whatever it takes to protect Damon from himself, but
there is another villain present. A vampire that seeks revenge for a death
the Salvatores are responsible for. Stefan and Damon will have to work
together to fight the greatest evil yet.
Since meeting vampire brothers, Stefan and Damon Salvatore, Elena
Gilbert has been to hell and back. Now that she and her friends have saved
their hometown from a demonic spirit, everything can finally go back to
normal. But Elena should know better than anyone that Fell's Church will
never be normal.
The sixth book in the New York Times bestselling series by L.J. Smith. The
Compelled is the sixth and final book in L.J. Smith’s bestselling Stefan’s
Diaries series, which reveals the backstory of brothers Stefan and Damon
from The Vampire Diaries series. This digital edition features cover artwork
from the hit CW TV series The Vampire Diaries, starring Nina Dobrev, Paul
Wesley, and Ian Somerhalder. Stefan Salvatore has always had an uneasy
relationship with his brother Damon. But when Damon is taken captive by
Samuel—a vampire from Katherine’s past bent on revenge—Stefan is
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determined to rescue him before it is too late…even if it means seeking help
from the most unlikely of places. Stefan forms a tentative alliance with a
coven of witches in order to save his brother, only to learn that Samuel’s
end game is far more sinister then they could have imagined. With Samuel
on the brink of securing unlimited power, the brothers are in for their
deadliest battle yet. Full of dark shadows and surprising twists, the sixth
and final book in the New York Times bestselling Stefan’s Diaries series
raises the stakes for the Salvatore brothers as they face new loves, old
treacheries, and unimaginable threats. Fans of L. J. Smith’s New York
Times bestselling Vampire Diaries series as well as the hit television show
won’t be able to put the latest Salvatore adventure down.
YA. Horror fiction. Film Tie-In. Contains movie tie-in editions of the four
Vampire Diaries titles - Awakening, Struggle, Fury and Dark Reunion.
The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries #6: The Compelled
The Fury
The Secret Circle: The Initiation and The Captive Part I
The Awakening, The Struggle, The Fury, Dark Reunion
Vampire Diaries 6: The Return: Shadow Souls
Sink your teeth into the Vampire Diaries! This collection includes the first four
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can't-miss volumes from L. J. Smith. The Vampire Diaries: The Awakening: A
deadly love triangle: Elena: beautiful and popular, the girl who can have any guy
she wants Stefan: brooding and mysterious, desperately trying to resist his desire
for Elena . . . for her own good. Damon: sexy, dangerous, and driven by an urge
for revenge against Stefan, the brother who betrayed him Elena finds herself
drawn to both brothers . . . who will she choose? The Vampire Diaries: The
Struggle: Torn between two vampire brothers: Damon: determined to make Elena
his, he'd kill his own brother to possess her Stefan: desperate for the power to
destroy Damon, and protect Elena, he gives in to his thirst for human blood
Elena: the girl who can have anyone finds herself in the middle of a love triangle .
. . one that might turn deadly The Vampire Diaries: The Fury: Love can kill:
Elena: with Damon at her side, and wild with her craving for blood, the changed
Elena struggles to control her desires Damon: his hunger for the golden girl wars
with his hunger for revenge against Stefan Stefan: tormented after losing Elena,
he will do anything to get her back. Even if it means becoming what he once
despised. . . . Getting what they want may come at a deadly cost. The Vampire
Diaries: Dark Reunion: The Final Conflict...The Last Deadly Kiss: Elena: now she
rises from the dead to recreate the powerful vampire trio Stefan: summoned by
Elena, he keeps a promise to her and fights the most terrifying evil he's ever
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faced Damon: joining the brother he once called enemy, Damon battles this new
horror with strength, cunning, and deadly charm.
The Unofficial Guide to the Vampire Diaries
Books 1 to 3 in Both Series-6 Complete Books
The Vampire Diaries: Stefan's Diaries #2: Bloodlust
Dork Diaries; Dork Diaries 2; Dork Diaries 3
Book 7
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